
Your answers should be verified per 52 Pa Code § 1.36.  Accordingly, you must 
provide the following statement with your responses: 

I, Paul Errigo, hereby state that the facts above set forth are true and correct to the 
best of my knowledge, information and belief, and that I expect to be able to 
prove the same at a hearing held in this matter.  I understand that the statements 
herein are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. C.S. § 4904 (relating to unsworn 
falsification to authorities). 

The blank should be filled in with the name of the appropriate company representative, 
and the signature of that representative should follow the statement. 

In addition, to expedite completion of the application, please also e-mail the information 
to Lee Yalcin at lyalcin@pa.gov.  Please direct any questions to Lee Yalcin, Bureau of Technical 
Utility Services, at lyalcin@pa.gov (preferred) or (717) 787-6723.   
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c. PROPOSED SERVICES:  Describe in detail the electric services or the electric generation services which the
Applicant proposes to offer.

d. PROPOSED SERVICE AREA:  Check the box of each Electric Distribution Company for which the Applicant
proposes to provide service.

  Citizens’ Electric   Pike 
  Duquesne Light   PPL 
  Met-Ed   UGI Utilities 
  PECO   Wellsboro 
  Penelec   West Penn 
  Penn Power 

  Entire Commonwealth of PA 

e. CUSTOMERS:  Applicant proposes to provide services to:

Residential Customers 
Small Commercial Customers - (25 kW and Under) 
Residential and Small Commercial as Mixed Meter ONLY (CANNOT BE TAKEN WITH 
RESIDENTIAL AND/OR SMALL COMMERCIAL ABOVE) 
Large Commercial Customers - (Over 25 kW) 
Industrial Customers 
Governmental Customers 
All of above (Except Mixed Meter) 
Other (Describe): 

f. START DATE:  Provide the approximate date the Applicant proposes to actively market within the
Commonwealth. 

X

X

X
X
X

GREENCROWN Energy, LLC will offer Electricity procurement, consulting, and broker services to Commercial, Residential and 
Small Commercial as Mixed Meter Only, Industrial Customers and Governmental Customers with locations in the state of 
Pennsylvania. At no time will Applicant take title to electricity or receive payments from end user customer for electricity. 
GREENCROWN Energy, LLC will act as an intermediary between end users and approved ESCO's 

UPONAPPROVAL OF THIS LICENSE APPLICATION 

UPON APPROVAL OF THIS LICENSE APPLICATION 




